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Staf A C

We have given very careful consideration to DEPTEL 3185 and,
with all deference to Department's feeling of caution,
remain convinced it would be in best interest of US if we
could without delay furnish a fiscal expert to assist Lebanon
in improving its tax structure,

Regret if previous communications did not make clear that. request
for American tax consultant emanated not only from Minister
of Planning but was in fact taken by unanimous cabinet
decision pursuant to a directive from President of Republic.
In consequence, Ministry of finance, whose hbad is Prime
Minis tar Karame, is fully in accord.

As for Department's concern that tax reform designed to
increase GOL portion of GNP is likely to be highly un-
popular and "vigorously opposed by influential free
enterprise, commerce and financial communities", these
experts in tax dodging of course cannot be expected to
cheer if government succeeds in collecting taxes.
However, if our best friends are to be found only in th "
community, We fear Department must prepare to lean on
broken reeds when chips are down. From my own .persogl'
observation of events in 1958, it Was remarkable the um
of fat cats from "influential free enterprise, comme~eI
and financial communities" who found it opportune to.
take long holidays in Europe pnd were first to prepay m
measures for flight of their persons and capital. IF
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CONFIDENT TAL

-2-2941, March 18, 1 p.m. from Beirut.

ever Lebanon gets into a last ditch fight ranged for
causes in which US believes, we will not find these
ppople in last dit:.1.

Tax reform in Lebanon will be popular with ninety-five
percent of population. Those elements who share same
ideals and principles as Americans are the free, rugged
and independent mountaineers of Lebanon and farmer
folk who own their own lands. With these people who
are now pillaged by usurious money lenders and burdened
by an inequitable system of taxation, any effort, thanks
to American expertise, in achieving more equitable shar-
ing of cost of public administration will be highly
welcome. This morning President Chehab, on his own
initiative, referred to his government's now long-standing
request for a fiscal expert and said reason he wanted
an American was that by his analysis Lebanon would
continue to be a capitalistic country, but :.:r

were defects in the system. According to President's
knowledge, the country which had most succeeded in
making capitalist system socially responsible was United
States and that was reason he wanted a US expert.

With all respect to Department's view, we venture to
suggest that prompt compliance with President Chehab's
request will inure to US interest. Best friends of US
ere not so'-called "free enterprising commercial and
financial communities," but free mountaineers and farmers
and, above all, President of Lebanon.
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Exploring availabilty French-speaking Tax Consultant highest

level. Must have Z PI with complete detailed description scope

work to be done to allow contract built thereon soonest. Cannot

proceed until PIO/T received. Scarcity TC funds prevents allotment

estimated $12,500. Suggest you reprogram 12,OO TC funds listed
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TO THE DEPARTMENT OF STATE. WASHINGTON.

REF

SUBJECT: A Visit to the B.kaa

March 22, 1962
DATE

The main concerns of high civilian and military officials of Lebanon's
Bekaa region appear to be the "civilizing' of the Shi'a tribes of the north
and the improvement of agriculture so as to stop the steady and disquieting
movement of population from farming to- the cities. Both the Prefect
(Nohafez) of the Bekaa, Nasri Bey SALHAB, and the Acting Military District
Commander, Lt. Colonel Kamel ZEIN ED-DIN, spoke along these lines during a
visit to Zahl4, Ablah (the military headquarters and caserne) and Baalbek
hethe-rhr nnntinT fficarn-. rch-20. T 'eh ,tworavri-ncial.-.o.fficials snoke
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